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ON THE POINTS OF WEIERSTRASS IN DIMENSIONS GREATER THAN ONE(l)
BY ROY H. OGAWA ABSTRACT. In this paper, the classical concept of Weierstrass points on a Riemann surface is generalized to the consideration of similar points associated with a holomorphic vector bundle E over a compact complex manifold M.
These points are invariants of the pair (£, M). The study of these general Weierstrass points is then initiated in this paper by deriving some results about These points are finite in number, the number being between 2ig + l) and (g-Dg(g + D.
They are invariant under holomorphic automorphisms of M.
For each p £ M, there is always a section in r(i<) which does not vanish at p, and the subspace of YÍK) consisting of sections which vanish at p has dimension g -1.
Consider the map of M into the Grassmannian of g -1 dimensional
In §3, we consider associated principal mappings into Grassmannians where we prove our main theorem relating the singular sets of the mappings to the sets of Weierstrass points. We point out the relationship with the work of Lewittes, a little of which was mentioned above. Actually the metrics we discuss are his curvatures. His situation on a surface lends itself to more structure for the money than we can buy in higher dimension.
In §4, we give some examples, showing the accessibility of the points to computation.
The author wishes to acknowledge his debt to his friend and advisor, Professor S. Kobayashi.
1. The k-jet bundle / (£). In this section we briefly review the construction that is basic to the discussions of this paper. For more details and proofs, see Chapter IV of Palais [Pa]. Define the submodule Z* of Q (E-) by Z* = m**1 . Qp(E).
Now define /¿(E) = ii (E)/Z~ for k > -1. We are identifying germs of sec-
tions of E at p, which, in some local representation, have the same derivatives of order less than or equal to k. These derivatives then give a local trivialization of / (E)= U/,eA1/h(E) which makes it a holomorphic vector bundle of fiber rank Rk = r • Cin + k, n) where Cin+k, n) = in + k)\/n\k\. Note that/_1(E) = 0 and that /°(E) = E. 
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Clearly (from the construction), the image of iSk+xÍT*) ® E)p is Z^Z**1, so that we have the short exact sequence (el) 0-+Sk+xiT*) ® E -/fe+I(E)^/*(E)^0.
The discussion also gives the exact sequence (e2) 0 -» Zfe+1 -Zk -(SkiT*) ® E) -»0. Proposition, (i) ForA>-l, f/£+1 A f/*+2.
(ii) There is an exact sequence (e4) 0 -fl*+2 -HkAX -(Sk+X(T*) ® E) . The exact sequence (e4) parallels (e2).
2.2. Forthose k, satisfying Rk < h (where Rk = rCin + k, n)), define (
(v) // Wj C H2 and hy<h2< Rk, then W^H^C WkiH2).
Proof. Since /"(£)= 0, (i) is obvious.
The diagram H->Jkh+XiE)
gives (ii) and (iii) immediately. 2.5. We remark that the sets W¡¿H) have a finer structure. For each k and integer u satisfying 0 < u < R,, define WukiH) = {p e M | rank ijkp : H -/¿(E)) < min íu, h)\.
Then Wt(tf) = WukÍH) for a = Rk, and W£(//)C W£+l(/i) for u < u + 1 < Rk.
Proposition. The W£(/i) are analytic subvarieties of M.
Proof. As above, WfiH) is the zero set of the section Aw /* e r((Am(M x h))* ® Am]kiE))
where zzz = min íu, h). Q.ED.
space associated with H. By pulling back to M-H^(//), any metric in the Grassmann space then gives a semimetric on M -W^ÍH).
3.1. First, we need notation for Grassmann spaces. Let V be a vector space of dimension h. Let x, y be nonnegative integers with x + y = h. Let Gt x ÍV) be the Grassmann manifold of x dimensional subspaces of V.
We construct the standard atlas on Gr Av). Let V', and V* be complementary subspaces of V of dimensions x, and y respectively, so that V = V @ V".
Consider the set Uv> v* oí x dimensional subspaces S of V such that the pro- Proof. Let p be a point of M -Wk j(fi). We examine dNkÍH)ip).
Choose a coordinate system in a neighborhood G oí p, centered at p. (RA " Rk-l)(Rkn -Rk^'2 .C(n-l + k,n-DCin + k, n -1) in all.
Clearly, if Rk . < h and p is not in W^ (w), there are at least n linearly independent columns, the Jacobian matrix is of rank n, and p is not in S^ÍH).
Q.EJ3.
From the proof of the theorem we can conclude the following. (See [Lw] .)
If M is arbitrary and E is of the form E" ® K where EQ is a holomorphic vector bundle equipped with a hermitian metric, YÍE) can be equipped with a hermitian metric by (<7j, ff2) = fM (<Tj, o2), ffj, o~2 in YÍE), where (<Tj, o2) ¡s the section of K ® K defined by taking the scalar product in the fibers of EQ with values in the fibers of K ® K. First, we get a result stronger than those of §4, since for Riemann surfaces, the notion of "order of vanishing of a holomorphic function" works well.
So, suppose that M is a compact Riemann surface of genus g and that E is a holomorphic line bundle L on M. Then the rank of J (L) is Rk = 1 • C(l + k, l) = k + 1. Taking the highest case Rk -h, i.e. k = h -1, we have the result that W.AL)
is the zero set of the section A*/'*"1 of the line bundle (A*(M x H))* ® Ah]h-xiL).
However, in the case of a line bundle, we have the following. For the second we have, using elementary properties of c x, linear algebra, the fact that c¡ÍM x H) = 0 since M x H is trivial, and the exact sequence (el) from §1,
Note that this formula depends only on h and not on H, except that A / must be nonzero somewhere.
In the rest of this discussion of examples, we will take H = T(E), write yiE) for h, and write WAe) for the Weierstrass sets of M, E, and V(E).
Example 1. M is a compact Riemann surface of genus g and L = K is the canonical bundle of M. Here, the definition agrees with the classical definition of Weierstrass points for k, 0 < k < g -1 (see [Lw] and fe]).
The total number of (g -l)th order Weierstrass points for K, counting order is, by Proposition 4.2, (g -l)(g -Dg + 2ig-Dg = ig -Dgig + 1), which agrees with the classical result (see [G, p. 123] ). (1) L = Çf where b is in Wj(K). Then b is in W¿_3(E) (and hence Wd_2ÍL)) and is not in Wfe(L), k<d-3.
b is also in W¿_j(L) but not in Wrf(L).
(2) L = Clfil'2 where uz is in W,(K) and & is not in W^K). Then ¿> is in Wj^^iL) (and hence in W¿_2(L)) but not in WkÍL), k < d-3. 6 is not in Iv^a). Example 5. We discuss the Weierstrass points of the canonical bundle of a hypersurface in re + 1 dimensional complex projective space P ,.
Proposition 4.7. // V is nonsingular (algebraic) irreducible hypersurface of degree d in P -, / is the hyperplane line bundle on P +1, and kv is the canonical bundle on V, we have YÍV, ky) ä T(Pn+1, /d_(n+2)).
Assume now that d> n + 2.
The general section of /"~("+2' js given by a homogeneous polynomial of and WkiV) = 0.
The next step then is to consider whether a p in M is in Wm .tUy).
To examine this further, consider the homogeneous polynomial degree d, where a is a fifth root of -li. Here, R2 = 6 > y(/fe") = 4 > Rj = 3. If 72 = 2, and a* = 6, then m = 2 and we have H/0(/èv,)= WjU^) = W2(¿v) = 0, and WAky) is a reducible divisor. Here R, = 10 = yUw). 4 .5. Example 6. In this example, we note that Proposition 4.9.
The tangent bundle of profective space of n dimension has WkiT?n)= 0 for all k.
Furthermore, we remark that if M is a homogeneous space and £ is a homogeneous vector bundle over AI, then for any invariant subspace H of TiE), for example TiE), we have WkiH) is equal to either all of Al or the empty set.
